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Cygnus Softtech is an easy-to-use web-based application that provides businesses and organisa-
tions a unique and flexible way to manage, automate and consolidate their fleet processes in to 
one integrated fleet management system. Proven to help tackle inefficiencies, streamline 
processes, improve performance, ensure compliance, reduce cost and mitigate risk, Cygnus Soft-
tech is used in over 5 countries worldwide.

Job Card Management

Tyre Management

Vahicle management contains differant processes

Better Fleet Management

Benifits

The best flexible fleet management software .

Consolidating data into one centralised, enterprise-wide fleet program you will be able to monitor 
and reduce financial investment

Reduce Fleet Costs

Our fleet management software will ensure your fleet is operating at its full potential, which is 
essential in order to reduce costs

Increase Fleet Utilisation

1

2

Fix Asset Management3

Battery Management4
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There are five below steps in job card modules

 •   Job Card Preparation
 •   Close Job Card Operationally and Financially
 •   Job Card Approval
 •   Job Card Bill Generation
 •   Bill Payment

Here, User can generate job sheet against particular vehicle based on vehicle number with 
details of the works need to be done on that vehicle. 

User can give advance amount to staff or vendor for particular job card.

Job Card Management is used to maintain your vehicle, so that vehicles continuously 
runs smoothly without any major interruption.

Job Card Preparation

Here, User can add expenses and move further by closing operationally and financially. 
Once Job Card get close by User, particular vehicle will be available for next movement.

Close Job Card Operationally and Financially

Here, User will approve the financially closed job card for further billing process.
Job Card Approval

Here, User can generate bill against particular vendor for multiple job cards.
Job Card Bill Generation

Here, User can settle generated bill by paying to that particular vendor.
Vendor Bill Payment

Job Order Advance Payment

Job Card Management

Job Card Preparation Job Card Approval Bill Payment

Close Job Card 
Operationally and 
Financially

Job Card Bill 
Generation
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However, their identification has long been a tedious and dirty job, not to mention the tracking process of 
multithousands of tyres moving in and out of the retreading factories.

Assets are only assets when you have information about them, such as, where they are, what they do, where 
they have come from and where they are going. Effective stock and asset control assist in implementing a 
structured and reliable solution to track, trace and audit products during all phases of its lifecycle.

This module contains different stage to complete the Tyre Cycle.

Stock in at GRN Generation Time. GRN Generate from PO. Stock In in this case.

Tyres can extend their life by retreading processes. 

GRN Generation 

In this case tyre remove from once vehicle and attach to another vehicle. Same Size 
vehicle tyre exchange from one vehicle to another vehicle as per needed.

Internal Use

Sale Tyre after remove from vehicle and Stock Minus in this case.
Sale 

Tyre Management

After GRN Generation Tyre Available to issue to vehicle. Tyre Assign to vehicle based on vehicle 
tyre size.

Tyre Available for Issue to Vehicle

Remove tyre from vehicle. After remove tyre there is 4 steps
Remove From Vehicle

Remold tyre use again to vehicle for assign to vehicle.
Remolds 

In this case raise request for new tyre and also sale tyre  in this case.
Claim 

Generate Purchase Order For Tyre. At Generation Time Enter Quantity, Price, Discount, GST Of Tyre. 
Tyre Model Ex, MRF-750-16, Apollo-750-16, JK100R-20 etc., 
Tyre Manufacturing Apollo, Birla, Michin etc.
Tyre Size 850*20, R*14, 1000*20 etc.
Tyre Category Radial, Nylon etc.

Po



Our Client, Branch, User and Vehicle
Please check our company Portfolio and detail of client, branch, user list and vehicle which are useing 
cygnus vehicle management system.

CLIENT BRANCH USER VEHICLE

APM 125 + 6000 + 1000 +

RCPL 150 + 4000 + 600 +

SARCO 25 + 1000 + 80 +

NAVDURGA 10 + 400 + 60 +

RIDE SYSTEM - - -

JWALA 10 + 350 + 50 +

PATEL ROADWAY 350 + 3000 + 400 +
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Assets are only assets when you have information about them
Fix Asset 

Generate PO for asset with HSN Code and quantity, Rate, GST

Purchase Order (PO):-  

GRN generated from PO
GRN

After GRN generation asset assign to employee and branch.
Assign asset

Reassign assigned asset to another employee or branch.
Reassign Asset

Dump asset. There was two options for this.
Dump 

Remove asset 
Scrap1 Sale this asset 

Graves2

Steps :
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Our Top 5 Client List
Satisfied Customers Worldwide

AGARWAL PACKERS & MOVERS LTD.

SARCO PROMPT & SECURED SERVICESRCPL LOGISTICS PVT. LTD.

RIDE SYSTEM  ( USA )

NAV DURGA LOGISTICS (P) LIMITED

SYSTEMS

RCPL
DELIVERS COMMITMENT

SUPPLY CHAIN SOLUTIONS PROMPT & SECURED SERVICES

NAVDURGA
Logistic (P) Limited
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